
 

Lonestar Eagle Quilt Pattern 
By PDF QUILTINSTRUCTIONS.COM 

 

When creating your quilt, adaptability in sizes is feasible, provided that the 
pieces are precisely cut. The decision to enlarge or reduce will depend on 
your skill in cutting fabrics. When making the cut, I suggest marking the 
desired colors with their initial letters. Before you begin, combinations 
masterfully elaborated quilt. Stay tuned to our website and Facebook 
groups, as we will be updating this pattern and others alike. 

 

PS: These pre-made patterns (as per the image) were not created by 
us at quiltinstructions.com. WE ASSEMBLED the PDF to make it 
easier for you to understand how to create and how the patterns can 
assist you with your ideas. However, there are explanations of the 
charts and improvements we made, with more updates coming 
soon. CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE GROUP, which will only have this 
update.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/817120096054232


 
 

MODEL 01 

Red Prints, Green Prints, Light Brown Prints, Solid Black, and Pure 
White.. 

 
 

 

 



 
   

Just a note, in the Eagle's Beak, another shade of yellow or even a 
darker brown could have been used to distinguish it from the star's 
background. 

Now, it's your turn to craft this marvelous pattern, combining it with 
your favorite colors or for that special occasion. 

 

PS: These pre-made patterns (as per the image) were not created by 
us at quiltinstructions.com. WE ASSEMBLED the PDF to make it 
easier for you to understand how to create and how the patterns can 
assist you with your ideas. However, there are explanations of the 
charts and improvements we made, with more updates coming 
soon. CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE GROUP, which will only have this 
update.  

MODEL 02 

Brown, Red, White, and Yellow. 

 

  

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/817120096054232


 
 

MODEL 03 

Dark Blue (or your chosen shade of blue), Red, Black (for borders), 
Light Brown, Yellow, and White. 

  



 
 

The letters inside the diamonds (cut fabric pieces) represent the 
initials of the colors used to create the pattern. It is 
RECOMMENDED that when creating your pattern, you print this 
sheet, paint the desired colors, and place the initials of the painted 
letters you intend to use. This way, when cutting the fabrics, you'll 
know the exact quantity, the colors in their designated places, and it 
will help prevent errors.  


